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Large well-relaxed models of vitreous silica, coordination numbers, and entropy

R. L. C. Vink* and G. T. Barkema
Institute for Theoretical Physics, Utrecht University, Leuvenlaan 4, 3584 CE Utrecht, The Netherlands

~Received 10 December 2002; published 5 June 2003!

A Monte Carlo method is presented for the simulation of vitreous silica. Well-relaxed networks of vitreous
silica are generated containing up to 300 000 atoms. The resulting networks, quenched under the BKS poten-
tial, display smaller bond-angle variations and lower defect concentrations, as compared to networks generated
with molecular dynamics. The total correlation functionsT(r ) of our networks are in excellent agreement with
neutron scattering data, provided that thermal effects and the maximum inverse wavelength used in the ex-
periment are included in the comparison. A procedure commonly used in experiments to obtain coordination
numbers from scattering data is to fit peaks inrT(r ) with a gaussian. We show that this procedure can easily
produce incorrect results. Finally, we estimate the configurational entropy of vitreous silica.
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I. INTRODUCTION

If liquid silica (SiO2) is cooled below its melting tem
perature, it usually does not crystallize, but stays a su
cooled liquid for an extended period of time. Upon furth
cooling, to below a certain temperature known as the g
transition temperatureTg , it becomes highly viscous an
shows many properties of ordinary solids, but stays dis
dered and does not evolve to the thermodynamically sta
crystalline phase, at least on earthly time scales. The stud
silica in its disordered phase~vitreous silica! is hampered by
a lack of knowledge on its microscopic structure. Expe
mental techniques alone, such as neutron and x-ray sca
ing, which can uniquely resolve the structure of a crystal,
less successful in this case because of the lack of a repe
unit cell. Typically, only information averaged over man
atoms, such as the radial distribution function, can be
tained from experiments.

An alternative method to study vitreous silica is throu
computer simulations. The usual computational approac
generate vitreous silica structures is to simulate a que
from the melt within the framework of molecular dynami
~MD!. This closely resembles the experimental process u
to prepare vitreous silica, except that the typical compu
tional cooling rates are about ten orders of magnitude fa
than experimental ones. In agreement with experiment, th
MD simulations result in structures of vitreous silica
which almost all silicon atoms are bonded to four oxyg
atoms and almost all oxygen atoms are bonded to two sili
atoms, without any sign of long-range order.1 This in turn is
in agreement with the continuous random network~CRN!
model, proposed by Zachariasen.2

The high cooling rates used in MD simulations result
structures with a strain higher than observed in experime
This shows up, for instance, as an anomalously high den
of coordination defects and a larger spread in bond leng
and bond angles. In this paper we present an alternative
proach to generate models of vitreous silica. In contras
MD, we do not attempt to simulate the details of the dyna
ics of the melt-quenching process. Instead, we use a M
Carlo ~MC! scheme with an artificial dynamics consisting
bond transpositions. Our scheme is similar in spirit to th
0163-1829/2003/67~24!/245201~7!/$20.00 67 2452
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one used by Tuet al. in their study of silica and silica
suboxides,3,4 which in turn is based on the algorithm o
Wooten, Winer, and Weaire~WWW! for the generation of
fourfold coordinated CRNs.5,6

The outline of this paper is as follows. We first descri
the MC scheme used by Tuet al. We then move on to de
scribe a number of optimizations to this algorithm. The
optimizations allow us to generate large and well-relax
silica networks containing up to 300 000 atoms. The prop
ties of these networks are discussed and compared to
prepared networks and experiment in Sec. VI. We end wit
number of conclusions in Sec. VIII.

II. BOND-SWITCHING ALGORITHM FOR SILICA

In the approach followed by Tuet al., a vitreous silica
network consists ofNs silicon atoms andNo52Ns oxygen
atoms. The total number of atoms in the network thus equ
N5Ns1No . At all times, an explicit list of bonds is main
tained which uniquely determines the connectivity or top
ogy of the network. In the list of bonds, each silicon atom
bonded to four oxygen atoms, and each oxygen atom
bonded to two silicon atoms. The total number of bonds
the list thus equals 4Ns .

To calculate energy and forces the following potential
used:

ETT5
1

2 (
i

kb~bi2b0!21
1

2 (
i , j

ku~cosu i j 2cosu0!2,

~1!

where the first summation runs over the list of bonds, and
second summation over all pairs of bonds that share
atom;bi represents the length of thei th bond, andu i j is the
angle between bondsi and j ~which share one atom!. The
potential parameters for the two-body Si-O interaction
given by kb527.0 eV andb051.60 Å. For the three-body
O-Si-O interaction common values areku54.32 eV and
cosu0521/3; for Si-O-Si interactions these values areku
50.75 eV and cosu0521. Since the number of bonds in th
network grows linearly with the number of atoms it contain
each energy evaluation is an O(N) operation.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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The network is evolved by making explicit changes in t
list of bonds, each time followed by a local energy minim
zation with respect to the geometric coordinates of all ato
~using, for example, the method of steepest descent!. The
changes in the list of bonds consist of bond transposition
illustrated in Fig. 1. Each bond transposition is accepted w
the Metropolis acceptance probability:7

Pa5minF1,expS Eb2Ef

kBT D G , ~2!

where kB is the Boltzmann constant,T is the temperature
andEb andEf are the~minimized! energies of the network
before and after the proposed bond transposition.

III. OPTIMIZED BOND-SWITCHING ALGORITHM FOR
SILICA

We have optimized the bond-switching algorithm of T
et al. for the generation of large and well relaxed silica n
works. These optimizations are similar in spirit to the op
mizations used in the scalable WWW algorithm.8,9

The first optimization is aimed at reducing the CPU tim
spent on rejected bond transpositions. After a bond trans
sition in the original algorithm, the energy of the network
always completely minimized. After the minimization, th
bond transposition is either accepted or rejected based o
Metropolis probability.

In contrast, we reformulate the Metropolis algorithm. W
first determine a threshold energyEt5E2kBT ln(12r),
wherer is a random number uniformly drawn from the in
terval @0,1&. We then proceed with the minimization proc
dure. During minimization, the converged energy is contin
ously estimated. Assuming that the total energy is harmo
around the minimum with curvaturec, the energyE(RW 0) at
the ~unknown! minimumRW 0 can be estimated from a nearb
configurationRW asE(RW 0)'E(RW )2uFW u2/c, with uFW u the mag-
nitude of the total force atRW . Minimization is aborted as
soon as it becomes clear that the threshold energy will no
reached and the bond transposition will be rejected. T
leads to a large reduction in the number of force evaluati
associated with rejected bond transpositions.

The second optimization is aimed at exploiting the lo

FIG. 1. Bond transposition used in the generation of vitreo
silica structures. Two silicon atoms$S1,S2% and three oxygen atom
$O1,O2,O3% are selected following the geometry shown left. Ne
bonds S12O1 and S22O3 are broken and two new bonds S
2O3 and S22O1 are created to obtain the geometry shown on
right. After the bond transposition, the geometric coordinates of
atoms are relaxed~not shown!.
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nature of the bond transposition depicted in Fig. 1. Imme
ately after a bond transposition, only a small cluster of ato
in the network will experience a significant force. This clu
ter consists of the atoms directly involved in the bond tra
position, marked$S1,S2,O1,O2,O3% in Fig. 1, and of nearby
atoms ~typically extending to the fourth neighbor she
around these five transposition atoms!. The number of atoms
in such a cluster is about 400. It therefore suffices to cal
late the forcelocally ~only for the 400 or so atoms inside th
cluster! rather thanglobally ~for all the atoms in the net-
work!. Calculating the force on a cluster of atoms is an O(
operation, which means that it is independent of the to
number of atoms in the network. Local force calculations
therefore much cheaper than global O(N) force calculations.

Already after a converged local minimization, it is ofte
clear that the threshold energy will not be reached, and
bond transposition can be rejected. If this is not the cas
few global minimization steps are required additionally, us
ally resulting in an accepted bond transposition. The com
nation of these two improvements reduces the computatio
effort from O(N) operations per attempted bond transpo
tion to O(1) operations per attempted bond transpositi
plus a few O(N) operations per accepted bond transpositi
Since common acceptance probabilities are well below 1
the speed-up for large systems is about two orders
magnitude.

IV. INITIAL CONFIGURATIONS

The optimized bond-switching algorithm for silica re
quires an initial network, which should be free of coordin
tion defects and crystalline regions. As noted in Ref. 1
fourfold coordinated CRNs decorated with one oxygen at
on each bond already provide structures that compare rea
ably well to vitreous silica. As initial network we therefor
use a periodic, fourfold coordinated CRN generated as
scribed in Refs. 8 and 9. This CRN serves as the silic
backbone. Next, one oxygen atom is placed on the cente
each Si-Si bond to obtain a properly coordinated silica n
work. The simulation volume is then scaled to obtain t
experimental density of silicar52.20 g cm23.11

V. BKS SAMPLING

A computationally more expensive, but also more realis
potential for silica is the potential proposed by van Bee
Kramer, and van Santen~BKS!12

EBKS5(
i , j

S qiqj

r i j
1Ai j exp~2Bi j r i j !2

Ci j

r i j
6 D , ~3!

where the sum runs over all pairs of atoms in the systemr i j
is the distance between atomsi and j, andqi is the charge of
atom i. The atomic charges and the values of the poten
parametersAi j , Bi j , andCi j are also listed in Ref. 12. We
use the fast multipole code developed at Duke Universit13

to compute the Coulomb and van der Waals interactions.
exponential term is truncated at 5.50 Å and then shifted
described in Ref. 1.
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LARGE WELL-RELAXED MODELS OF VITREOUS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 245201 ~2003!
The bond-switching algorithm described above genera
networks that are local energy minima according to the
tential of Tu et al. The algorithm can be changed such th
these networks will be sampled from the Boltzmann dis
bution according to the BKS potential at temperatureT. To
this end, the acceptance probability of Eq.~2! is replaced by

P5minF1,expS 2
DETT

kBT8
D GminF1,expS DETT

kBT8
2

DEBKS

kBT D G ,

~4!

whereDETT andDEBKS are the energy differences betwe
the networks before and after the bond transposition, ca
lated with the potential of Tuet al. and the BKS potential,
respectively. The algorithm satisfies detailed balance,
when the fictitious temperaturesT andT8 are different. In the
expression above, the first factor biases moves accordin
the potential of Tuet al. at temperatureT8, after which the
second factor corrects for the difference between this po
tial at temperatureT8 and the BKS potential at temperatu
T.

With the above probability, bond transpositions that a
accepted with the potential of Tuet al.undergo an additiona
accept/reject decision based on the BKS potential. By
creasing the temperatureT8 we can increase the number
moves that will be accepted under the potential of Tuet al. In
the limit T8→`, all such moves are accepted. In this lim
the accept/reject decision is based solely on the BKS po
tial andT. While correct, this situation is undesirable becau
BKS energy evaluations are expensive. In practice, a lo
T8 is used and the temperatures$T,T8% are tuned to maxi-
mize the decrease of the BKS energy of the network a
function of the simulation time.

VI. RESULTS

We have used the optimized bond-switching algorithm
scribed in Sec. III to generate vitreous silica networks c
taining 3000 atoms~‘‘3k’’ !, 60 000 atoms~‘‘60k’’ ! and
300 000 atoms~‘‘300k’’ !. For the 3000-atom and the 60 00
atom networks the bond-switching algorithm was used
conjunction with BKS sampling at temperatureskBT
50.30 eV andkBT850.70 eV~see Sec. V!. For the 300 000-
atom network, BKS sampling proved to be too computatio
ally demanding and was not implemented; for this netw
the Metropolis probability of Eq.~2! was used withkBT
50.15 eV and the potential of Tuet al.

All three networks were evolved with approximately te
attempted bond transpositions per atom from their star
configurations. The energy of the resulting networks w
then minimized in a single quench using the method
steepest descent and the BKS potential without volume
timization. We observed that if volume optimization we
used with the BKS potential, the density of the networ
increases beyond the experimentally observed density, t
cally in the range 2.27–2.37 g cm23. Similar high densities
are also reported in a number of MD studies.1,14

In Fig. 2 we show the radial distribution functions~RDFs!
gSiSi(r ), gSiO(r ), andgOO(r ) for model ‘‘60k.’’ The RDFs
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are density normalized such that limr→`gab(r )51. The
RDFs for models ‘‘3k’’ and ‘‘300k’’ are similar~not shown!.

The Si-O RDF was used to extract a cutoff for the Si
bond length atr c51.80 Å, wherer c is taken at the minimum
between the first and the second peak. Based on thisr c we
find structural properties as reported in Table I. For comp
son, we also report results obtained with MD using the sa
BKS potential. Compared to MD, we observe that our n
works are better relaxed, as is evident from the smaller va
tions in the O-Si-O and Si-O-Si bond angles. Moreover, o
networks are nearly free of coordination defects.

In Molecular-Orbital ~MO! calculations on pyrosilicic
acid (H6Si2O7), Geisingeret al. found an average Si-O-S
angle of 144°,15 smaller than our result of around 153°. It
not clear whether this difference is due to the difference
the potentials used, or the truncation of the network in
MO calculation.

A more stringent test is to compare the properties of
networks to experimental data. The crucial quantity to co
sider is the total correlation functionT(r ) as obtained in
x-ray or neutron scattering experiments. In these exp
ments, the quantity that can be measured directly is the t

FIG. 2. Species-dependent density-normalized radial distr
tion functionsgab(r ) for network ‘‘60k’’ after relaxation at zero
temperature with the BKS potential~Ref. 12!.
1-3
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TABLE I. Structural and energetic properties of our vitreo
silica networks at zero temperature, after a local energy minim
tion under the BKS potential at the experimental density. For co
parison we also report properties of silica networks prepared b
quench to zero temperature under MD~Ref. 1! using the same
potential. The number of atoms in each structure is given byN; E is
the BKS energy per silicon atom in eV;r is the density in g cm23;
the Si-O bond length and its rms variation are given in Å; the m
bond angles and their variations~rms and full width at half maxi-
mum! are given in degrees;z4 and z2 are the percentages of pe
fectly coordinated silicon and oxygen atoms, respectively, base
a Si-O bond-length cutoff at 1.80 Å.

‘‘3k’’ ‘‘60k’’ ‘‘300k’’ MD

N 3000 60,000 300,000 1002
E 258.12 258.10 258.09 –
r 2.20a 2.20a 2.20a 2.27-2.37

Si-O
mean 1.606 1.608 1.606 1.595b

rms 0.010 0.011 0.011 –

O-Si-O
mean 109.44 109.43 109.43 108.3
rms 3.95 4.59 4.32 –
FWHM 8.3 9.3 9.8 12.8

Si-O-Si
mean 153.89 153.57 153.00 152
rms 11.75 11.72 11.94 –
FWHM 34 33.3 34.5 35.7

z4 100% 100% 99.997% 99.8%
z2 100% 100% 99.998% 99.8%

aFixed to the experimental densityr52.20 g cm23 ~Ref. 11!.
bLocation of the first peak in the Si-O RDF.
the

24520
interference functionQi(Q); the correlation functionT(r ) is
obtained via a Fourier transform ofQi(Q). In practice, the
resolution inT(r ) is determined by the maximum attainab
inverse wavelengthQmax in the experiment. As discussed i
Ref. 16, peaks inT(r ) are significantly broadened becau
Qmax is not infinite in real experiments. In addition to Fou
rier broadening, there is thermal broadening because exp
ments are typically carried out at room temperature. Fo
meaningful comparison it is essential to take these fac
into account.

To capture the effect of thermal broadening, all three n
works are thermalized over approximately 1 ps with M
using the BKS potential in the NVE ensemble atT
'300 K. The structural properties of the thermalized n
works are summarized and compared to experiment in Ta
II. We observe a good agreement on the Si-O bond len
the variation in the bond length, and the mean bond ang
Compared to experiment, our networks slightly overestim
the variation in the O-Si-O bond angle. This may indica
that experimental vitreous silica is more relaxed than
networks. Experimental estimates for the variation in the
O-Si bond angle range from 12.8°~Ref. 17! to 36°.18 Com-
pared to these data our networks coincide with the hig
value. The coordination numbers reported in Table II indic
that the vast majority of atoms is still properly coordinat
after thermalization.

Next, Fourier broadening is taken into account. In t
absence of Fourier broadening, the total correlation funct
of a network is simply a weighted sum of the RDFs:

T~r !5
r

wSiSi1wSiO1wOO
@wSiSi3gSiSi~r !

1wSiO3gSiO~r !1wOO3gOO~r !#, ~5!

in which each RDF is normalized such that limr→`T(r )
5r . We focus on neutron scattering, in which case

-
-
a

n

on
,
n in Å;
nding
rt
TABLE II. Structural properties of networks ‘‘3k,’’ ‘‘60k,’’ and ‘‘300k’’ after thermalization at 300 K
based on a Si-O bond-length cutoff at 1.80 Å. Shown are the mean Si-O bond length with rms variatio
the mean bond angles with the rms variation and the full width at half maximum of the correspo
distribution in degrees; and the mean coordination numberz of silicon atoms. For comparison we also repo
values obtained in experiments.

‘‘3k’’ ‘‘60k’’ ‘‘300k’’ Experiment

Si-O
mean 1.610 1.614 1.612 1.609~Ref. 20!
rms 0.042 0.042 0.041 0.047~Ref. 20!

O-Si-O
mean 109.38 109.37 109.37 109.760.6 ~Ref. 20!
rms 5.79 6.27 6.31 4.5~Ref. 20!
FWHM 13.1 14.4 14.5 –

Si-O-Si
mean 153.01 152.74 152.20 148~Ref. 17!; 152 ~Ref. 23!
rms 12.22 12.31 12.60 7.5~Ref. 24!
FWHM 35 34.4 36.2 12.8~Ref. 17!; 26 ~Ref. 25!; 36 ~Ref. 18!

z 4.000 4.000 4.000 –
1-4
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LARGE WELL-RELAXED MODELS OF VITREOUS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 245201 ~2003!
weights are given bywSiSi50.1722,wSiO5230.4817, and
wOO5430.3370; see Ref. 16. These weights include
neutron scattering lengths of silicon and oxygen atoms;
factors of 2 and 4 account for the chemical composition
silica ~two oxygen atoms for every silicon atom!.

To obtain the Fourier-broadened correlation functi
Tb(r ), the correlation function of Eq.~5! is transformed to
obtain the interference functionQi(Q):

Qi~Q!5E
r 50

r 5r max
@T~r !2r #sin~Qr !dr, ~6!

wherer max is half the edge of the cubic simulation volume
the model. Next, we transform the interference function b
to obtainTb(r ):

Tb~r !5r 1
2

pEQ50

Q5Qmax
M ~Q!Qi~Q!sin~Qr !dQ, ~7!

using the experimentally relevantQmax. The functionM (Q)
is an ~optional! modification function commonly used to re
duce Fourier artifacts. A popular choice is the Lorch mod
cation function19 given by

M ~Q!5
Qmax

pQ
sinS pQ

Qmax
D . ~8!

The neutronT(r ) of vitreous silica was accurately mea
sured by Grimley and co-workers in 199120,21 using high-
energy neutrons withQmax545.2 Å21. For each of the three
thermalized networks we determined the Fourier-broade

FIG. 3. Total neutron correlation functionT(r ) of vitreous
silica. The top frame shows the Fourier-broadened correlation fu
tion of thermalized network ‘‘60k’’~solid! compared to the experi
mental result of Wrightet al. ~dashed! taken from Ref. 21. The
lower frame shows the correlation function of the same networ
zero temperature without Fourier broadening.
24520
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correlation functionTb(r ) using the same value forQmax
and the Lorch modification function. The experimental c
relation function and the correlation function of the therm
ized ‘‘60k’’ network are compared to each other in Fig. 3. W
observe excellent agreement. As a more quantitative mea
of the agreement between model and experiment we cons
the Rx factor16 defined as

Rx
25

E @Texp~r !2Tmodel~r !#2dr

E Texp
2 ~r !dr

. ~9!

The discrepancy between the experimentalT(r ) and Tb(r )
of the thermalized ‘‘60k’’ network, over the range 1.0<r
<10.0 Å, equalsRx55.1%. For the thermalized network
‘‘3k’’ and ‘‘300k’’ we obtain Rx factors of 4.7% and 4.9%
respectively, over the same range. For comparison, h
quality ~but smaller! MD-prepared silica configurations o
Horbach and Kob14 have a significantly higherRx factor of
around 9%.

In the top frame of Fig. 4 we compare the total interfe
ence function of the thermalized ‘‘60k’’ network to exper
ment. There is excellent agreement on the overall peak p
tions and also on the damping of the interference function
largeQ. We observe some discrepancy atQ'15 Å21, where
the small peak visible in the experimental data is not rep
duced by our network. The discrepancy seems to be temp
ture related: the lower frame of Fig. 4 shows that the netw
at zero temperature does reproduce the peak correctly.

c-

t

FIG. 4. Total neutron interference functionQi(Q) of vitreous
silica. The top frame showsQi(Q) of thermalized network ‘‘60k’’
~solid! compared to experimental data~dashed! of Grimley et al.
~Ref. 20!. The lower frame shows the interference function of n
work ‘‘60k’’ at zero temperature.
1-5
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R. L. C. VINK AND G. T. BARKEMA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 245201 ~2003!
In Fig. 3 we observe that the total correlation function
significantly broadened by Fourier and thermal effects,
particular the first peak atr'1.6 Å. We have quantified the
broadening of this peak by fitting it to the form

P~r !5
1

A2p

h

rs
expF2

~r 2r 0!2

2s2 G , ~10!

with fit parameters$r 0 ,s,h%. This follows the same proce
dure used in Ref. 20 to obtain bond lengths and coordina
numbers from experimentally obtained correlation functio
The parametersr 0 and s provide estimates for the mea
Si-O bond length and its variation. The parameterh can be
used to extract the mean coordination numberz of silicon
atoms:

z54phrO

wSiSi1wSiO1wOO

wSiO
, ~11!

with rO the number density of oxygen atoms,wab the neu-
tron weights, andT(r ) normalized such that limr→`T(r )
5r .

The effects of Fourier and thermal broadening on the
rameters$r 0 ,s,z% are reported in Table III. As expected, th
broadening is significant: the combined effect of Fourier a
thermal broadening will boosts by a factor of over 5.

It is also interesting to compare the silicon coordinati
number obtained directly from the atomic coordinates o
network, to that obtained from a fit to the correlation fun
tion of that network. To this end the data of the networks
300 K without Fourier broadening in Table III are compar
to Table II. The fitting procedure accurately predicts the S
bond length and its variations, but not the coordination
number which we know to be 4.000. This result is importa
because it shows that in the ideal situation free of Fou

TABLE III. The effect of Fourier broadening~FB! and thermal
broadening on the optimal parameters$r 0 ,s,z% obtained from a fit
of Eq. ~10! to the first peak inT(r ) of our networks. Network ‘‘3k’’
proved to be too small to accurately sample the first peak and
not used in this comparison. The parametersr 0 ands are given in
Å.

‘‘60k’’ ‘‘300k’’

T50 K r 0 1.607 1.601
no FB s 0.011 0.011

z 3.96260.011 3.98060.004

T50 K r 0 1.609 1.607
with FB s 0.048 0.048

z 4.15560.052 4.16160.053

T5300 K r 0 1.611 1.610
no FB s 0.041 0.040

z 3.97760.013 3.97860.011

T5300 K r 0 1.614 1.612
with FB s 0.060 0.060

z 4.04660.019 4.04860.019
24520
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broadening, fits based on Eq.~10! will systematically under-
estimate the coordination number. The cause of this unde
timation is due to the non-Gaussian nature of the peak
rT(r ): fitting with a more elaborate function, for instanc
with a sum of two Gaussians, yields the correct coordinat
number. The table also shows that fits with Eq.~10! applied
to Fourier-broadened data tend to overestimate the coord
tion numbers.

VII. CONFIGURATIONAL ENTROPY

The thermodynamic stability of vitreous silica at a no
zero temperature is determined by its free energy, in wh
energetic and entropic contributions are combined. The
tropy can be further divided into two parts: vibrational e
tropy and configurational entropy. The energy and vib
tional entropy can be obtained directly from relatively sm
networks containing a thousand atoms or even less, but
configurational entropy could only be estimated indirect
via thermodynamic integration.

Recently, we developed a method to determine the c
figurational entropy of a network.22 The method requires
only the atomic coordinates and a list of bonds between p
ticles, for a single well-relaxed configuration. In the origin
paper, the method was applied to a silica network consis
of 3000 atoms. Starting with the atomic coordinates of t
network, the list of bonds was constructed usingr c
51.80 Å for the Si-O bond-length cutoff. Each Si-O-S
bridge was replaced by a single Si-Si bond. We then app
our method to the resulting silicon backbone network to o
tain for the configurational entropys50.88kB per silicon
atom.

The accuracy of the method is sensitive to the size of
network. As mentioned in the original paper, the configu
tional entropy of vitreous silica reported above is most like
an underestimate due to the limited size of that network. T
large networks generated in this work allow us to quant
these finite size effects. They also allow us to determine
minimum size of a network that is required to accurate
measure the configurational entropy using our method.

To this end, we use our method to determine the entr
of networks ‘‘3k,’’ ‘‘60k,’’ and ‘‘300k’’ in two different ways:
first, by using the entire simulation volume of the networ
secondly, by using only half the volume of the simulatio
cell. The first procedure yields entropies of 0.83kB , 0.99kB ,
and 1.04kB per silicon atom, respectively, while the seco
procedure yields 0.78kB , 0.97kB and 1.03kB per silicon
atom, respectively.

The three networks differ in their degree of relaxation,
is evident from their energies and bond-angle variations. T
smallest network ‘‘3k’’ is the most relaxed of the three mo
els ~it has the lowest BKS energy! and also has the lowes
entropy. The lower estimate for the entropy if only half of th
network is used indicates the sensitivity of our method
finite-size effects: for networks ‘‘3k,’’ ‘‘60k,’’ and ‘‘300k,’’
the entropy estimates decrease by 6%, 2%, and 1%, res
tively, indicating that finite-size effects are significant for th
smaller network but small for the larger ones.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have presented a Monte Carlo-based
proach for the generation of well-relaxed networks of vit
ous silica, based on earlier work of Tuet al. With this
method, networks containing 3000, 60 000, and 300 000
oms are generated. Compared to networks generated
molecular dynamics, our networks have smaller bond-an
variations and are nearly defectfree, indicating they are be
relaxed.

The total correlation functionT(r ) of our networks is in
excellent agreement with neutron scattering experime
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